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Chapter 3. The present study

3.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we reviewed the findings in the relevant literature. This
chapter will outline the methodology adopted for the present study.

3.1 Method

3.1.1 Participants
20 native speakers of Japanese and 20 Dutch learners of Japanese (who supplied both
Dutch and Japanese data) participated in the study. Of the 20 Japanese speakers, five
speakers did not produce gestures accompanying (in)animate reference introduction
and tracking (although other gestures were indeed performed). Consequently their data
were not used in the analysis. Of the 20 Dutch learners of Japanese, three speakers did
not produce referential gestures (gestures accompanying introduction and tracking of
referents) either in Dutch or Japanese, and were excluded from the analysis. One
learner provided a first person narrative. These data were not considered comparable
with the rest of the data and were excluded from the analysis. One participant crossed
her legs and performed gestures that were consequently hidden from the camera.
Therefore, her data were also excluded from the analysis. In addition, of the 15 Dutch
speakers who produced referential gestures in L2, three did not produce them in
Dutch. Thus, the usable data were provided by 15 L1 Japanese, 12 L1 Dutch and 15
L2 Japanese narratives. Put differently, almost one-third of the Dutch and one-fourth
of the Japanese subjects did not provide referential gestures during the L1 narratives.

Of the fifteen Dutch learners of Japanese, twelve were male and three were
female. The average age was 25.4 years. All of the Dutch participants were
multilingual. Apart from English, the Dutch participants had had several years of study
of French and German.

It was considered crucial that the non-native participants were matched in terms
of the number of hours of instruction and amount of time spent in the country where
the target language is used. In order to fulfil this requirement, all the non-native
narrators were recruited from the learners of Japanese who attended the same intensive
course at the university in the Netherlands. The duration of the course is one year, and
learners begin the course as absolute beginners. None of the students had had any
instruction in Japanese prior to the course. All of the non-native participants received
the same instruction from the same instructors for the same number of hours. By the
time of data collection, the learners had spent three and a half months studying
intensively in the Netherlands, followed by 7 months’ residence in Japan.
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Table 3.1 Profiles of Dutch participants
learners sex age foreign languages

(self-assessed level)
L1 M 25 English

German
French

fluent
good
basic

L2 M 26 English
German
French

good
moderate
moderate

L3 M 25 English
German
French

good
basic
basic

L4 F 25 English
German
French
Spanish
Swedish

fluent
good
moderate
moderate
basic

L5 M 26 English
German
French

very good
moderate
moderate

L6 M 25 English
German
French

good
good
basic

L7 M 26 English
German
French
Italian
Spanish

fluent
good
good
good
moderate

L8 F 26 English
German
French

very good
good
moderate

L9 M 25 English
German
French

good
basic
moderate

L10 M 25 English
German
French
Portuguese

good
moderate
moderate
basic

L11 M 26 English
French
German

very good
very good
moderate

L12 M 27 English
German
French

fluent
good
average

L13 M 26 English
German
French

good
moderate
moderate

L14 M 25 English
German
French

good
moderate
basic

L15 F 23 English
German
French

good
moderate
basic
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In order to establish Japanese language proficiency, the L2 narrators took Level 3 of
the Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPT) administered by their language
instructor one month prior to L2 data collection.1 Table 3.2 provides the results of the
JLPT Level 3 tests and also of the oral examination. Given that a minimum of 60% is
required to pass Level 3, Table 3.2 shows that most of the learners possess the relevant
proficiency (roughly speaking, ‘intermediate’).

The native speakers of Japanese were all living in Japan at the time of the data
collection. They were either students or staff members of a university located in
Tokyo. Of the fifteen Japanese speakers, seven were male and eight were female. The
average age was 27.2 years. None of the Japanese participants was capable of
communicating in other foreign languages.2 All the Dutch and Japanese speakers were
right-handed. All subjects gave the researcher permission to use the video material for
scientific purposes.

Table 3.2. Results of the JLPT Level 3 and of the oral examination
learners JLPT Level 3

(total 400 points)

oral examination (%)

L1 340/400  (85%) 73

L2 311/400  (77.8%) 73

L3 260/400  (65%) 68

L4 368/400  (92%) 86

L5 327/400  (81.8%) 83

L6 313/400  (78.3%) 83

L7 306/400  (76.5%) 77

L8 234/400  (58.5%) 53

L9 307/400  (76.8%) 76

L10 279/400  (69.8%) 66

L11 181/400  (45.3%) 75

L12 218/400  (54.5%) 74

L13 296/400  (74%) 81

L14 237/400  (59.3) 68

L15 257/400  (64.3%) 76

                                                  
1 The JLPT is an international examination administered once a year in December by the Association of International
Education, Japan, and copies of the previous tests are available. The tests consist of 3 parts, vocabulary (including kanji
(character) recognition), listening and reading/grammar. All of the learners took the same tests (Level 3 from the year 2000).
The JLPT Level 3 is equivalent of B2 level of CEF (Common European Reference of Framework for Languages), according
to the data from the Centre for Learning and Research in Foreign Languages (www.unifrei.ch/cerle as of October 2004). The
oral examination was administered by a trained language instructor.
2
 Although all of the participants had had at least 6 years of English instructions in intermediate and high schools, none of the

participants was capable of conversing in English. This information was provided by the participants themselves and also
confirmed by the instructor of English at the university.
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3.1.2 Data collection
3.1.2.1 Task
The task used for the present work was story-retelling. This task was chosen for a
number of reasons. First, given the comparative nature of the present study, it was
considered useful to adopt a task which produces results that can be compared with
findings from other research. A number of studies of reference introduction and
tracking have used oral story retelling of wordless picture stories (e.g. Berman &
Slobin 1994) or animated cartoons (e.g. Chafe, 1980). The task has proved to be a
useful elicitation technique for cross-linguistic comparison. Second, oral story-
retelling has also been used in many of the gesture studies. McNeill and his associates
(e.g. McNeill 1992) have consistently used this task for data collection. Third, oral
story-retelling has been shown to be a sound elicitation technique for the analysis of
referential forms in L2 acquisition (Hendriks 2003; Polio 1995; Yanagimachi 1997;
Stromqvist & Day 1993). Furthermore, oral story retelling has been adopted in
research on gesture by non-native speakers (Gullberg 1998, 2003; Kellerman & van
Hoof 2003; Özyürek 2002; Yanagimachi 1999).

3.1.2.2 Material
The material used for the retelling task was a wordless picture book, Frog, where are
you? (Mayer 1969), containing 26 separate frames. It tells the story of a little boy and
his dog who go out in search of the boy’s pet frog, which has escaped. They
experience various adventures on the way and are finally reunited with the frog. The
value of wordless storybooks in eliciting narratives has been established in L1
acquisition (Bamberg 1986, Hickmann 2003; Karmiloff-Smith 1981; Wigglesworth
1990) and in L2 acquisition (Hendriks 2003; Gullberg 1998; Stromqvist & Day 1993).
Frog, where are you? (henceforth referred to as the Frog story) was specifically
chosen for the following reasons: First, the story contains both human and animal
characters, and the location of activities changes as the storyline develops (a copy of
the story is provided in the Appendix A). The story thus provides ample opportunities
for narrators to refer to the animate referents and locations, which was considered
ideal for the purpose of the present study. Second, the same material has been
previously used for studies on narratives (eg. Berman & Slobin 1994; Nakahama
2003) and gestures (e.g. van Hoof 2000; Kellerman & van Hoof 2003), the results of
which are considered useful for the purpose of the present study.

3.1.2.3 Procedure
The participants were videotaped individually in a room that had a video camera set up
prior to the session. Two armless chairs were placed side by side with angled toward
each other. A digital video camera (Sony Digital Handycam DCR-1000E) was placed
about 1.5 meters away from the chairs. The form of chairs and the absence of a table
was a conscious choice designed to avoid the possibility of the narrators resting their
arms on the hard surface. As the narrator came into the room, instructions were given
by the researcher in Japanese for Japanese participants and in English for their Dutch
counterparts. The participants were given the printed cartoon and asked to memorize
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the story as thoroughly as possible so that they could retell it to a third person who did
not know the story. No time constraint was placed on memorizing the story. When the
participants decided that they were ready, they retold the story to a native listener.
During the recording of the task, the researcher generally stayed outside the room in
order to reduce any anxiety factor. Occasionally, in order to check equipment, the
researcher stayed in the room. However, the stay was kept as short as possible.
Japanese native narrators left when the story retelling was completed.

The L1 Dutch and L2 Japanese narrative data were collected in the Netherlands,
while the Japanese native narratives were collected in Japan. Of the fifteen Dutch
participants, seven individuals provided the Dutch narratives according to the above
instructions ten months before. Eight participants could not provide the Dutch and
Japanese narratives with sufficient a time span in between, due to practical problems in
scheduling. Their Dutch native and Japanese non-native data were thus collected at the
same time at end of the course. For these narratives, the order of the languages used
for the retelling task was counterbalanced.

For all of the Japanese native narratives and seven of the Dutch native narratives, the
listeners were recruited solely to listen to the story and ask questions if necessary. They had
no prior knowledge of the story. With the eight Dutch native narratives, the native Dutch
listeners were the ones who had finished their narrating task. Thus, the listeners were aware of
the story narrated. However, they were instructed not to show any knowledge of the story.
With non-native narratives, for practical reasons, the native Japanese listeners’ had to be
limited to two individuals. They were both female students of Dutch Studies. The listeners
were instructed to listen to the stories and ask clarification questions if necessary. Questions
might be raised about the validity of data due to the listeners’ awareness of the story.
However, speakers were generally very enthusiastic about narrating the story. During the non-
native narratives, the learners struggled with discoursal as well as lexical problems, which
contributed to the narratives’ authenticity in terms of the nature of exchange, which included
clarification questions and confirmation checks by the listener.

3.2 Data analysis

3.2.1 Analytical framework
The present analysis regards linguistic and gestural reference introduction and tracking
in narrative discourse. The following figure illustrates how reference to certain entities
is distinguished.

no introduction
specific reference in the previous text

maintenance
yes (tracking)

  re-introduction
Figure 3.1. Reference introduction and tracking

The framework adopted for data analysis can be described as one based on recency or
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distance (cf. Givón 1983), where the accessibility to the identities of entities is
measured in terms of introduction, maintenance or re-introduction of reference to the
characters in a story. These are notions used to describe the discourse functions of
referents in relation to the flow of information in the text.

In the current analysis, an introduced referent is defined as the first mention of the
referent in the narrative. maintained refers to a referent in subject position that is the
same as either the subject in the immediately preceding clause or the referent that is
introduced somewhere in the immediately preceding clause. For instance, in the
following examples (1) and (2), the referents in subject position in the second clause
(‘he’ and ‘the frog’) are both maintained.

(1)  The boy looked in the hole, but he could not find the frog.
(2)  The boy had a frog in a jar, but the frog escaped.

A referent is re-introduced if it has been assigned subject role, has already been
introduced prior to the preceding clause, and is thus different from the preceding
subject. For maintained and re-introduced referents, only referents in the subject
position are analysed.

Restricting the analysis of the referents only to these in subject position is a
conscious choice for the purpose of comparing the results of the present study to
previous research findings. Although we have incorporated maintained and re-
introduced as operational terms (cf. Gullberg 2003), in the literature, maintained has
been termed ‘reference to current topic’ (Chaudron & Parker 1990; Muñoz 1995),
‘continuing’ (Williams 1988), ‘second mention’ and ’continuous mention of a referent
(type 1)’ (Nakahama 2003a), or ‘co-referential’ (Hendriks 2003). Similarly, re-
introduced is similar to what have been termed ‘introduction of known referent as
topic’ (Chaudron & Parker 1990; Muñoz 1995), ‘reinstating’ (Williams 1988), ‘shift’
(Nistov 2001), ’continuous mention of a referent (type 2)’ (Nakahama 2003a), or ‘non-
co-referential’ (Hendriks 2003).

For the analysis of data, we also take into consideration the centrality of the
characters in the story. Chafe (1994) introduces the notion of ‘referential importance’,
which is defined as ‘importance to the subject matter being verbalized’ (1994: 88).
According to Chafe (1994), the difference in the degree of referential importance may
be reflected in the linguistic expressions accompanying the introduction of various
referents in narratives. A problem is how to measure the difference in importance
among characters. McGann and Schwartz (1988) provide characteristic features to
distinguish major from peripheral, such as degree of agency, frequency of appearance
and first appearance. We will adopt these characteristics in identifying the referential
importance of the characters in narrative.

3.2.2 Coding scheme adopted for the speech data
The video recordings were digitised on an Apple G4 computer for analysis using
iMovie software. iMovie divides each second of video into 25 clips. It is important
that the data are handled digitally on the computer for the precise analysis of hand
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movements and of the association between speech and gesture. The treatment of the
data was divided into several stages. Although the data were analysed for speech and
gesture, the first stage involved only the speech data.

Following is the procedure adopted in the present study. First, the Dutch narrative
data were transcribed orthographically (The convention used for the orthographic
transcription, coding of the Japanese data can be found in Appendix B). The Dutch
data were transcribed by a native assistant who was a student in a linguistics
department at a university in the Netherlands. The Japanese transcription was
performed by the author. Second, the transcripts were divided into clauses, for the
purpose of analyzing the introduction and tracking of referents. A clause in the present
study is defined loosely as a combination of an NP and a VP. Any backchannelling
such as ja or hai (‘yes’) was not considered to constitute a clause. Third, the speech
data were coded according to the following procedure: For each clause, referent(s)
(both animate and inanimate) were coded according to their identities (e.g. ‘boy’,
‘dog’ etc), the linguistic referential forms used (NP, pronoun, zero-marking (ø)3) and
whether the referent was introduced, maintained or re-introduced.

With respect to the validity of the coding of speech and gesture data, part of the
data was re-analyzed by an independent coder trained by the author. The coder was
chosen for the following reason: The individual was a bilingual speaker of Dutch and
Japanese with university training in linguistics and Dutch studies. 200 clauses (about
8% of the total) were randomly selected and coded by the second coder according to
the scheme described above. There was 92.5% inter-rater agreement. The clauses
which caused disagreement were reanalyzed by both coders until agreement was
reached.

3.2.3 Notes on coding of speech data
Some notes are in order with respect to the coding of the speech data. First, since the
purpose of the present study is to examine reference to entities, only the narrative
proper was treated during the analysis. Meta-narrative statements such as ‘I think the
forest was near the house. That is why they found the frog’ were not treated as a part
of data and excluded from the analysis.
 Second, Japanese native speakers frequently used zero-marking for re-introducing
referents. The identity of the intended referent was often not syntactically assigned. In
such cases, we take ‘comma crossing’ (Mikami 1960) into consideration in deciding
the informational status of multiple referents with zero-marked subjects. Let us present
an example. For the following series of clauses, two interpretations of zero-marking
are possible.

(3a) de  (ø j1) , (øk1) doko  ittandaroo to omotte
and where  go:PAST-SE-MOD QT think: TE

                                                  
3 The phenomenon of ø-representation has received different terms depending on theoretical perspectives. Labels such as
ellipsis and pro-drop are frequently used to analyze ø-representations with an intra-sentential perspective. However, we are
concerned with the function of zero as a referential item in relation to discourse structure. This is a phenomenon often
described as zero-anaphora. In the rest of the chapters, both ø and ø-marking are used interchangeably as a referential item.
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 (ø j2) (øk1) sagashita   wake ne, /  inu to  ningen  wa ne
search:PAST       PP /    dog and  human  TOP PP

  Then (ø j1) wondered where (øk1) might have gone, and
 (ø j2) searched for (øk2), you see, / the dog and the human, you see

(3b)  de (øk1) doko  ittandaroo  to  (øj1) omotte
and     where go:PAST-SE-MOD  QT        think:TE

 (ø j2) (øk2) sagashita  wake ne, / inu to  ningen  wa  ne
search:PAST     PP/   dog and  human  TOP  PP

Then, where (øk1) might have gone, (ø j1) wondered, and
(ø j2) searched for (øk2), you see, / the dog and the human, you see

The difference between (3a) and (3b) lies in the interpretation of (øj1), which in turn
has a crucial effect on the analysis of the information status of (øj2). According to the
interpretation of (øj1) in (3a), the information status of (øj2) is re-introduced, while in
(3-2), it is maintained. In the present analysis, we adopt the interpretation of (3a).
Mikami (1960:130-139) states that the noun followed by a topic marker ‘wa’ can cross
over a (possible) comma because of the strong adjoining force operating between the
noun phrase connected with a topic marker and the predicate (cf. ‘severance-adjoining
force’, Morishige 1971). Applying Mikami’s idea, we consider the above example as
revealing the phenomenon of ‘comma crossing’ with zero-marked subject.

Third, when a body part is mentioned in a separate clause after the introduction of
the referent, it was not considered as a new referent. For instance, the introduction of
the antlers of the deer is considered as the introduction of the animal itself. Thus, when
the deer is mentioned consequently, it was not coded as introduced. Similar treatment
was applied to other body parts such as hands or head. On the other hand, the bees and
the beehive are considered as two separate entities because one is not a part of the
other. When one of the two referents is mentioned in the immediately succeeding
clause, the information status of the referent was considered as maintained. For
instance, when the boy and the dog are in the subject position together and only the
boy assumes the subject role in the following clause, the boy’s status was coded as
maintained. However, when the boy had the subject role and the boy and the dog
assume the subject role in the succeeding clause, the collective subject was coded as
re-introduced.

3.2.4  Coding of gesture data
The second stage of coding involved gesture data. Since the present study focuses on
referential gestures, only the gestures that accompanied introduced, maintained and re-
introduced referents were coded. In addition, quantification was performed on gestures
irrespective of the classification of gesture types. In other words, gestures
accompanying referents were all counted as ‘referential gestures’. The justification for
simplifying the gesture category lies in the purpose of the present work. In order to
investigate the discourse-functional aspects of gesture performance, it was considered
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unnecessary to sub-divide the analysis according to the classification of gesture types.
Gestures were identified and coded when they accompanied any reference to

entities in speech. Gestures may sometimes be clearly identifiable after a ‘global rest’
(McNeill 1992) where the hands are rested on the lap, while in other cases, gesture
may be slightly more difficult to identify because they follow a ‘local rest’ where the
hand seems to find a resting position in mid-air before a new gesture is performed. The
different phases of gestures (preparation, pre-stroke hold, stroke and post-stroke hold)
were noted for each gesture. For practical reasons, 65 (about 12% of the total) gestures
were randomly selected for coding by the second coder. Inter-rater agreement for the
gesture data was 92%.

3.2.5 Notes on coding of gesture data
The coding of gesture is sometimes far from straightforward. In the following, some of
the ‘tricky’ cases are presented for the purposes of demonstrating how the gesture data
were treated in the present study. One of the difficulties in coding involves
superimposed beats. Consider the following example in Figure 3.2: The clause where
the speaker introduces a referent, uil (‘owl’) is accompanied by an iconic gesture with
a superimposed beat (Figure 3.2:4) However, the bea t and the iconic gesture
coinciding with the introduction of the referent is a continuation of the previous iconic
gesture and a few other beats (Figure 3.2:1,2 and 3). Thus, it was difficult to decide
whether the beat was performed solely for marking the introduction of the referent. So
as to err on the side of conservatism,4 this gesture was excluded from the data analysis.

1  2  3  4 
1 [^midi in de 2^boom 3 ^woonde   een 4 ^uil]
1 in the middle of the 2 tree 3^lived     an 4 owl]

Figure 3.2. Superimposed beats before and on the introduction of a new referent

In contrast, a deictic gesture with a supersimposed beat in Figure 3.3 was included in
the data for the reason that the gesture clearly locates the referent and does not co-
occur with any other elements in the clause.

                                                  
4 I thank Marianne Gullberg for insightful comments on this matter.
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[^nigeta kaeru  ^ga nan to] kareshi no kaeru to  isshoni ita  no
[^escape-PAST frog ^SUB what Q] boy friend GEN frog with together exist:PAST SE
The escaped frog was, to my surprise, together with (her) boy friend frog

Figure 3.3. Superimposed beats on the introduction of a new referent

Another ‘tricky’ decision as regards the treatment of holds. It has been suggested
that gestures in general do not transcend clause boundaries (McNeill 1985; 361).
However, in the present data, some clearly do. This was particularly observable with
the introduction of the ‘deer’. Many narrators introduced the referent by stating the
fact that the boy held onto some ‘branches’ which turned out to be the antlers of a
deer. For instance, in Figure 3.4, when the action of grabbing is mentioned, the hands
depict the action (Figure 3.4:1 and 2). The hands are held in the same position until the
introduction of the deer (Figure 3.4:3). It might be argued that the gesture was not
performed to mark the particular referent. However, in the present study, a hold (in
particular a post-stroke hold) accompanying the mention of a referent was coded in the
analysis. The decision is based on the view that some post-stroke holds may have
semantic relationships with the accompanying speech (Duncan 1996).

sore o    koo   chotto [tsukami-nagara sagashitara jitsu  wa  sore ga    nanka shika no  tsuno   de
thatACC in this way [hold-while   search:COND  fact TOP  that NOM  INJ       deer GEN  antlers COP:TE
When (ø) searched for (ø), grabbing that lightly like this, in fact, they were antlers of a deer, and

<laughter>(NL: sonna no arienai)
<laughter>(NL: That is impossible)

<laughter> shika no   ^tsuno   de
<laughter> deer GEN  ^antlers  COP:TE
         antlers of a deer, and

Figure 3.4. Post-stroke hold overlapping with the introduction of a new referent
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With respect to gestures by the learners, it was sometimes necessary to distinguish
between referential gestures and the gestures that were performed for the purposes of
attaining the lexical item in the target language. The latter type of gesture (gestures
produced ‘strategically’ to access a lexical item) was not counted in the analysis.
However, if the speaker performed a similar gesture accompanying the newly
introduced referent in speech, the gesture was coded. In the following example, the
speaker’s first gesture (Figure 3.5:1) formed by the right hand was not coded. It was
considered that the gesture was performed to access a lexical item, which the listener
duly supplied. However, a similar gesture performed two clauses later accompanying
the introduction of the referent (Figure 3.5:3) was coded as a referential gesture.

1  2  3 
1 laugh eh [chiisai //]     2 [bzzz.laugh .(NL: hachi) hachi] 3 [chiisai hachi ga arimasu]
1 laugh eh [small //]     2 [bzzzz laugh (NL:bees) bees] 3 [chiisai bees NOM exist:NONPAST]
 (laugh) eh small      bzzz (laugh) (NL; bees) bees   there are small bees

Figure 3.5. Strategically performed gestures and a referential gesture

The exchanges in Figure 3.6 occur during the description of the same scene as in
Figure 3.5 by a different narrator. Let us briefly review the exchange. First, the
learner’s right hand depicts a small entity (Figure 3.6:1). The learner’s statement that it
is a dangerous animal does not prompt any quick response from the native listener
(Figure 3.6:1). Then, she responds to the learner’s gesture accompanied by the sound
of buzzing (Figure 3.6:2), and supplies the Japanese word for bees. The lexical item is
accompanied by a gesture (Figure 3.6:2).

1           2 
1 inu wa  sono hana  de hoka  no  doobutsu  o  mitsukemashita 2 [zzzzzz] <laughter>   (NL: hachi)
  dog TOP that nose with other GEN  animals ACC  find:PAST 2 [zzzzzz] <laughter>   (NL: bees)

1 kedo sono doobutsu wa  chotto  [abunai   abunai   doobutsu  chiisai] 
 but  that  animal  TO P a little  [dangerous dangerous  animal   small] 
 The dog found another animal with his nose,
 but that animal was a little dangerous, a dangerous animal, small
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3   4 
3 [hachi (NL: hachi) hachi] / 4 to yuu [hachi] to  yuu doobutsu dakara chotto komarimashita
3 [bees, (NL: bees) bees] / 4 QT say [bees] QT say animal so a.little be troubled:PAST
  bees (NL: bees) bees / called, animal called bees, so (ø) was troubled a little

Figure 3.6. Gestures accompanying lexical search, followed by gestures showing an
agreement on the lexical item

Then the speaker and the listener both repeat the same gesture depicting a small entity
while repeating the Japanese word for bees, as if to confirm in two modalities that they
came to an agreement about this word (Figure 3.6:3). When the L2 speaker utters the
same word again, he produces a ‘palm up’ open hand gesture toward the native listener
(Figure 3.6:4).5

The series of gestures illustrate the strategic use of gesture by learners during the
negotiation with a native interlocutor about a lexical item (cf. Gullberg 1998: 132).
However, after the agreement is made about the word, bees, the non-native narrator
does not locate the newly introduced referents in the gesture space as the speaker in
the previous example in Figure 3.5. Thus, none of the gestural exchanges in Figure 3.6
was coded for the present analysis.

Repetition of referents was frequently observed in the non-native narratives.
Some of the repetition of the same referents were accompanied by different gestures.
This is a typical compensatory gesture (Gullberg 1998). However, the gesture was
only counted once. For instance, in Figure 3.7, the gestures accompanying the dog
were only counted once.

In addition, when there was an adjective before the nominals, speakers often
gesture on the adjective and put their hand in the resting position when the nominals
are uttered in speech. These gestures were not counted.

                                                  
5 This use of open hand is similar to what Kendon (2004) classifies as ‘’Palm Presentation gestures’ (2004:265). According
to Kendon, this gesture is typically used ‘in association with passages in the verbal discourse which serve as an introduction
to something the speaker is about to say, or serve as an explanation, comment or clarification of something the speaker has
just said’ (2004: 266).
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1   2 
1 kono otoko no ko   wa  nnto nnto [inu] 2 inu mo  [inu  ga        imasu]
1 this male GEN child TOP well well [dog] 2 dog also [dog NOM  exist:NONPAST]
As for this boy, well, well, dog, dog also, has a dog (lit: dog exists)

Figure 3.7. Multiple gestures accompanying repetitive mentions of a referent

3.3 The speech data

For the speech data, the duration of each narrative was recorded. Table 3.3 shows the
results. Of the two L1 groups, the average duration of narratives was 4 minutes 19
seconds for L1 Japanese and 2 minutes 25 seconds for L1 Dutch. Japanese natives in
general spent more time telling their stories. On the other hand, the average duration
for the L2 group was 4 minutes 21 seconds, so that the difference between L1 and L2
Japanese is very small (2 seconds).

Table 3.3  Duration of each narrative
L1 Japanese L1 Dutch L2 Japanese

J1        2 min 59s L1 2 min 15s L1 2 min 30s

J2        4 min 53s L2 1 min 22s L2 2 min 30s

J3        4 min 36s L3 2 min 37s L3 4 min 06s

J4        3 min 50s L4 1 min 46s L4 2 min 04s

J5        4 min 37s L5 1 min 23s L5 5 min 2s

J6        2 min 39s L6 1 min 54s L6 5 min 24s

J7        4 min 24s L7 2 min 56s L7 4 min 5s

J8        5 min 17s L8 1 min 31s L8 5 min 9s

J9        4 min 25s L9 1 min 31s L9 4 min 34s

J10       4 min 1s L10 2 min 43s L10 6 min 37s

J11       5 min 21s L11 2 min 13s L11 6 min 9 s

J12       7 min 28s L12 2 min 54s L12 5 min 17s

J13       4 min 7s L13 * L13 4 min 32s

J14       4 min 21s L14 * L14 2 min 54s

J15       2 min 4s L15 * L15 4 min 33s

average  4 min 19s 2 min 25s 4 min 21s

* These records were not used because the speakers did not gesture at all in their L1 narrative
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Table 3.4  Number of clause/minute
L1 Japanese L1 Dutch L2 Japanese

J1 19.4 L1 27.1 L1  10.8

J2 18.2 L2 30 L2  8

J3 15.4 L3 20.6 L3  6.8

J4 21.9 L4 28.3 L4  12.1

J5 14.9 L5 20.2 L5  8.4

J6 20.8 L6 30.5 L6  7.4

J7 22.3 L7 14.7 L7  8

J8 18.2 L8 28.4 L8  6.1

J9 18.1 L9 29.7 L9  5.8

J10 17.2 L10 25. L10  7.4

J11 15.9 L11 25.3 L11  7

J12 15.3 L12 21 L12  9.1

J13 14.8 L13 * L13  7

J14 19.5 L14 * L14  8.8

J15 21.8 L15 * L15  7.9

average 18.2 22.9  8.0

* These records were not used because the speakers did not gesture at all in their L1 narratives

However, the comparison of the number of clauses per minute shows some
differences.6 See Table 3.4 for the detailed information. For the two native groups, the
average number of clauses per minute is 18.2 for L1 Japanese and 22.9 for L1 Dutch.
The Dutch speakers produced on average 4 more clauses per minute than their
Japanese counterparts. On the other hand, the average number of clauses per minute
for the L2 Japanese group is 8.0. Although the average duration of the narratives in L1
and L2 Japanese may be similar, the amount of information conveyed in the narratives
may be larger in L1 than in L2.

3.4  Notes on quantitative analyses

For all the quantitative analyses of the data, an omnibus analysis of variance was run
with the data from the three groups, L1 Dutch, L1 Japanese and L2 Japanese. The
research questions that we address in the present study relate to the cross-linguistic
similarities/differences between the Dutch and Japanese native groups, and also to
those between the L2 group and the two L1 groups. Because we are addressing two
separate research questions using the same data set, we take a conservative approach
to the data, and will discuss the cross-linguistic and L1 vs. L2 research questions on
the basis of post hoc comparisons instead of running two separate tests.

                                                  
6 We follow Berman and Slobin (1994:657) for the definition of ‘clause’ in this study: “By clause is meant a unit that
contains a unified predicate. By unified, we mean a predicate that expresses a single situation.”


